KAMCHATKA BROWN BEAR HUNTING 2016
SPECIAL OFFER FOR FALL HUNT
Kamchatka Brown Bear hunt is one of the most exciting adventures available for the hunters. Success is 100%.
We have been hunting brown bear in Kamchatka for over 19 years producing big bears. Each year at least
fifteen our clients take 9 foot bears and four-five clients take 10 foot trophies.
How to get there:
At the present moment the most reliable way to get to
Petropavlovsk is to fly via Moscow. You will be met by
our representative at the airport and assisted through
the customs. Then we will take you to the hotel, or
transfer to the domestic airport for your flight Moscow
- Petropavlovsk. It is a non-stop 9 hour flight. In
Petropavlovsk you will be met at the airport and then
transferred to the hunting camp. Please contact us for
updated flight information.

Season Fall hunt:
August 20 to September 20

SPECIAL PRICE* from Petropavlovsk

1x1 including Bear FALL

Hunter

Trip/hunting days

$ 11,000

13 / 14 days / 9 days hunt

Additional trophy fee:
$ 5,000 Second Bear and CITES

This price includes:
Formalities package: Invitation; firearm export/import permit; international veterinary certificate,CITES.
Meeting and drop off at the airport; All transportation to and from the hunting region; All transportation in the
hunting area; Accommodation and food in the camp during the whole tour; Services of professional guide; All
serving staff including one interpreter per group/ camp; Trophy care and packing for shipment.
This price excludes:
Visa; International airline tickets; Airline tickets to/from Petropavlovsk; Hotels and meals before and after the
hunt in Petropavlovsk and outside the hunting areas, Excess luggage payment charged by airlines; Sightseeing
program; The cost of any extra hunting days; Non-hunter fee; The cost of additional trophies; Taxidermist
services in Moscow; Shipment of trophies; Personal items and gratuities to professional hunter and staff.
Weather:
Fall: During daylight hours the temperature is 45-50 F and during nighttime it is 32-42 F
Accommodation:
The camps are polar tents or cabins. They are warm, clean, but have no modern conveniences. The
tents/cabins are equipped with stove and cots. The electricity is supplied by generating sets. There are separate
tents for sleeping, dining and for shower. Every camp is served with interpreter and cook.
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Hunting:
Fall hunts are done by spot and stalk while observing salmon spawning grounds, berry patches and feeding
areas on boat or foot. In some areas horseback hunting is available.
Approximate Itinerary*:
Day 1
Arrival in Moscow, flight to Petropavlovsk, 9 hour non - stop flight
Day 2
Arrival in Petropavlovsk, transfer to the hunting area
Day 3 – 11
9 day hunt
Day 12
Return to Petropavlovsk, overnight
Day 13
Departure from Petropavlovsk, arrival in Moscow, flight home or stay overnight
* The itinerary can vary depending on the area you hunt.
*Booking and Payment:
The quoted prices are subject to USD currency fluctuations. Profi Hunt Ltd reserves the right to change the price with
preliminary notification of the client.
If the hunt is cancelled more than 365 days prior to the hunt starting date the deposit will be refunded less 30%
administration fee and all expenses already incurred.
Cancellation between 365 -181 days prior to the hunt starting date the deposit will be refunded less 50% of paid amount but
not less a $ 2.000 per hunting client handling fee.
Cancellation 180 days or less prior to the hunt starting date,the total cost of the hunt is forfeited,unless the hunt is re-sold. If
the hunt is re-sold 70% from the paid amount will be refunded.

SEE YOU IN RUSSIA!
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